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Euro Crisis
“Do not trust the horse, Trojans!
Whatever it is, I fear the Greeks,
even bringing gifts.”
Laocoon, The Aeneid by Virgil

The crisis of the moment is
whether the Euro will survive
or whether it will stagger on as
another weak horse amongst
the world’s major currencies.

structure - as evidenced by credit
default spreads - continues to reflect
expectations of certain default. A
brutal restructuring seems inevitable.

biggest banks on July 15th showed
that the region’s banking system
could absorb the losses from a Greek
default with only a dozen or so
banks having to raise extra capital.
Greece’s sovereign debt crisis has
Losses from Ireland or Portugal
spread to engulf Ireland and Portugal could similarly be contained. But
and focused attention on Spain and
steep falls in the value of Italian or
Italy. There is a growing possibility Spanish government debt risk a
that Italy, the euro zone’s thirdwave of bank failures.1
Market fears have even spread to
France, the euro zone’s second largest economy. Investors worry that
France could be the next target for a
downgrade due to its rapidly rising
sovereign debt. French banks also
have significant exposure to Greek
and Italian sovereign debt.

In contrast to the 2008 credit
crisis when governments did
what they had to in order to
protect their banks, the euro
zone sovereign debt crisis appears greater than the ability of
the politicians to respond.
The government at the heart of
the Euro crisis is Greece’s.
The troika monitoring the
Greek plan (the European
Commission, the European
Central Bank and the International Monetary Fund) have
upbraided the Greek government for sluggish reforms, for
lax tax collection and for tardy
public sector spending cuts.
Greek officials are now racing
to plug a gaping hole in their
budget and to meet their targets; in return, Greece will
probably get a second bail-out.
The scrambling might be just
enough to allow Greece to escape immediate default. Unfortunately, the Greek yield

largest economy and the world’s
third-biggest issuer of government
bonds, might be drawn into the sovereign debt crisis.
Italy’s gross debt-to-GDP is 120%,
and has a chronic growth problem
but it is not insolvent. Were Italy to
be frozen out of the bond markets,
let alone default, the effects would
be catastrophic for the Euro. Italy
owes about a quarter of all government debt in the euro zone. Its bonds
are held by banks and insurers across
the region. Stress tests of Europe’s
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And so it falls to Europe’s biggest
economy to bail out the “profligate”.
Persuading the German public to
sign up to what amounts to a policy
of massive quantitative easing
(printing money to buy bonds) will
be difficult. In 2008 free-market
Americans barely set aside their misgivings to save Wall Street. Inflation
-fixated Germans now face a similar
dire choice.
Unfortunately, German policymakers persist in viewing the world
through the lens of a relatively
small, open and highly competitive
economy. But the euro zone is not a
small open economy; it is a large
and relatively closed one. The core
country of such a union must either
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Japan should give pause: Japan has
continued to misallocate capital
from similar policies over the past
twenty years; this has elevated
Japanese debt to frightening levels
and has also raised the cost of servicing that debt even as it strangles
productive assets, despite their
own low interest rate policy. Far
from lowering the cost of business,
the printing of money by the ECB
would sustain the misallocation of
capital and add to the costs of business. Governments are simply
crowding out the only part of the
economy - the private sector - that
One option to solve the crisis would can get Europe out of its mess,
killing the overall economy with
be for the European Central Bank
(ECB) to ensure liquidity for soltheir supposed kindness.4
vent governments and financial in- Germany possesses a veto over
stitutions without limit. It is not dif- efforts to expand official fiscal
ficult to argue that buying bonds
support. But it is losing control
with newly printed money is comover the ECB. In a crisis so menpatible with continued monetary
acing to Europe and the world, the
stability, since broad money has
one European institution with the
been growing at a mere two per
capacity to act on the requisite
cent a year. Yet it is what has to be scale should dare to do so, since
done given the inadequate size of
the costs of not doing so - the
the European Financial Stability
breakup of the Euro - are bound to
Facility (the fund backed by euro
prove devastating.
zone member states to help resolve
the sovereign debt crisis) should the Should Germany leave the Euro,
EFSF be called upon to rescue larits currency would soar in value,
ger euro zone countries. Politicians crippling German manufacturers.
must dare to support such action.3
German banks would probably

provide a buoyant market for less
creditworthy countries when the
latter can no longer finance their
deficits, or it has to finance them. If
the private sector will not provide
the needed finance, the public sector must do so. If the public sector
fails to act, a wave of private and
public sector defaults will occur.
These are sure to damage the financial sector and exports of the core
country itself as well. The failure of
Germany’s leaders to explain these
facts at home makes it difficult to
solve the Euro crisis.2

Of course such action will have unfavourable side-effects. Total sovereign debt has increased throughout
the current crisis as the public sector was required to buy private sector debt, while running large budget
deficits. A low interest rate policy
allowed misallocation of capital,
supporting unsustainable consumption levels at the expense of productive investment. The example of

have to be recapitalised because
their foreign assets in Euros would
now be worth less in domestic
terms.
Another more plausible scenario
would have Greece leave the Euro.
Its currency would plummet but its
debts would be in Euros, crushing
the economy. Greek depositors
would scramble for the exits, possibly bringing down its domestic

banking system.
A recent study by economists at
UBS, a Swiss bank, suggested the
costs of either scenario would be
prohibitive. If Germany were to
leave, it would incur costs worth
20-25% of GDP in the first year
and then roughly half that amount
in each subsequent year. If Greece
were to quit, the first year cost
would be 40-45% of GDP, and
subsequent annual costs would be
around 15%.5
The immediate concern remains
what US Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner has called a
“cascading default” - a Greek default that triggers panic elsewhere,
with runs on banks in Portugal and
Ireland and perhaps in Spain and
Italy. In the end Germany will
have to choose between a euro
zone disturbingly different from
the one it expected and no euro
zone at all.
No one knows what the unintended
consequences might be of trying to
save the Euro or of reverting to
national currencies. What seems
certain it that several euro zone
countries face a recession.
Compared to the Euro or the Yen,
the US Dollar is the best looking
horse in the glue factory.
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